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Abstract. FLORA-2 is an advanced knowledge representation system
that integrates F-logic, HiLog, and Transaction Logic. In this paper we
give an overview of the theoretical foundations of the system and of some
of the aspects of nonmonotonic reasoning in FLORA-2. These include
scoped default negation, behavioral inheritance, and nonmonotonicity
that stems from database dynamics.
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Introduction

FLORA-2 is a knowledge base engine and a complete environment for developing knowledge-intensive applications. It integrates F-logic with other novel
formalisms such as HiLog and Transaction Logic. FLORA-2 is freely available
on the Internet1 and is in use by a growing research community. Many of the
features of FLORA-2 have been adopted by the recently proposed languages in
the Semantic Web Services domain: WSML-Rule2 and SWSL-Rules.3
One of the main foundational ingredients of FLORA-2, F-logic [20], extends
classical predicate calculus with the concepts of objects, classes, and types, which
are adapted from object-oriented programming. In this way, F-logic integrates
the paradigms of logic programming and deductive databases with the objectoriented programming paradigm. Most of the applications of F-logic have been in
intelligent information systems, but more recently it has been used to represent
ontologies and other forms of Semantic Web reasoning [14, 12, 27, 1, 11, 2, 19].
HiLog [8] is an extension of the standard predicate calculus with higherorder syntax. Yet the semantics of HiLog remains first-order and tractable. In
FLORA-2, HiLog is the basis for simple and natural querying of term structures
and for reification (or objectification) of logical statements, which is an important requirement for a Semantic Web language. Transaction Logic [6] provides
the basis for declarative programming of “procedural knowledge” that is often
embedded in intelligent agents or Semantic Web services.
In this paper we first survey the main features of FLORA-2 and then discuss
three forms of nonmonotonic reasoning provided by the system.
?
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Overview of F-logic

F-logic extends predicate calculus both syntactically and semantically. It has
a monotonic logical entailment relationship, and its proof theory is sound and
complete with respect to the semantics. F-logic comes in two flavors: the firstorder flavor and the logic programming flavor. The first-order flavor of F-logic
can be viewed as a syntactic variant of classical logic [20]. The logic programming
flavor uses a subset of the syntax of F-logic, but gives it a different, non-firstorder semantics by interpreting the negation operator as negation-as-failure.
The relationship between the first-order variant of F-logic and its logic programming variant is similar to the relationship between predicate calculus and
standard logic programming [23]: object-oriented logic programming is built on
the rule-based subset of F-logic by adding the appropriate non-monotonic extensions [32, 33, 24]. These extensions are intended to capture the semantics of
negation-as-failure (like in standard logic programming [28]) and the semantics
of multiple inheritance with overriding (which is not found in standard logic
programming).
F-logic uses first-order variable-free terms to represent object identity (abbr.,
OID); for instance, John and father(Mary) are possible Ids of objects. Objects
can have attributes. For instance,
Mary[spouse -> John, children -> {Alice,Nancy}].
Mary[children -> Jack].
Such formulas are called F-logic molecules. The first formula says that object
Mary has an attribute spouse whose value is the OID John. It also says that
the attribute children is set-valued and its value is a set that contains two
OIDs: Alice and Nancy. We emphasize “contains” because sets do not need to
be specified all at once. For instance, the second formula above says that Mary
has an additional child, Jack.
In earlier versions of F-logic, set-valued attributes were denoted with ->>
instead of -> . However, subsequently the syntax was modernized and simplified.
Instead of using different arrows, cardinality constraints (to be explained shortly)
were introduced to indicate that an attribute is single-valued.
While some attributes of an object are specified explicitly, as facts, other
attributes can be defined using deductive rules. For instance, we can derive
John[children -> {Alice,Nancy,Jack}] using the following deductive rule:
?X[children -> {?C}] :- ?Y[spouse -> ?X, children -> {?C}].
In the new and simplified syntax, alphanumeric symbols prefixed with the ?sign denote variables and unprefixed alphanumeric symbols denote constants
(i.e., OIDs). The earlier versions of FLORA-2 used Prolog conventions where
variables were capitalized alphanumeric symbols.
F-logic objects can also have methods, which are functions that take arguments. For instance,
John[grade(cs305,fall2004)-> 100, courses(fall2004)-> {cs305,cs306}].
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says that John has a method, grade, whose value on the arguments cs305 (a
course identifier) and fall2004 (a semester designation) is 100; it also has a
set-valued method courses, whose value on the argument fall2004 is a set of
OIDs that contains course identifiers cs305 and cs306. Like attributes, methods
can be defined using deductive rules.
The F-logic syntax for class membership is John:student and for subclass
relationship it is student::person. Classes are treated as objects and it is possible for the same object to play the role of a class in one formula and of an object
in another. For instance, in the formula student:class, the symbol student
plays the role of an object, while in student::person it appears in the role of
a class.
F-logic also provides means for specifying schema information through signature formulas. For instance, person[spouse {0:1} => person, name {0:1} =>
string, child => person] is a signature formula that says that class person
has three attributes: single-valued attributes spouse and name (single-valuedness
is indicated by the cardinality constraint 0:1) and a set-valued attribute child.
It further says that the first attribute returns objects of type person, the second
of type string, and the last returns sets of objects such that each object in the
set is of type person.
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HiLog and Meta-Information

F-logic provides simple and natural means for exploring the structure of object
data. Both the schema information associated with classes and the structure of
individual objects can be queried by simply putting variables in the appropriate
syntactic positions. For instance, to find the set-valued methods that are defined
in the schema of class student and return objects of type person, one can ask
the following query:
?- student[?M => person].
The next query is about the type of the results of the attribute name in class
student. This query also returns all the superclasses of class student.
?- student::?C and student[name => ?T].
The above are schema-level meta-queries: they involve the subclass relationship
and the type information. One can also pose meta-queries that involve object
data (rather than schema). The following queries return the methods that have
a known value for the object John:
?- John[?Meth -> ?SomeValue].
However, the meta-query facilities of F-logic are not complete. For instance,
there is no way in such queries to separate method names from their arguments.
Thus, if we had a fact of the form
John[age(2005)-> 20].
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then the first of the above queries will bind ?Meth to age(2005)—we cannot
separate age from 2005.
This is where HiLog [8] comes into picture. In HiLog, second-order syntax
is allowed and so variables can appear in positions of function and predicate
symbols. For instance, queries such as
?- person[?M(?Arg)-> ?SomeValue].
?- person[?M(?Arg)=> integer].
are allowed and ?M would be bound to age and, possibly, to other values as well.
The semantics for this second-order syntax is first order, however. Roughly it
means that variables get bound not to the extensional values of the symbols
(i.e., the actual relations that are used to interpret the function and predicate
symbols), but to the symbols themselves. Details of these semantics can be found
in [8].
HiLog does not stop at allowing variables over function and predicate symbols—
it also permits them over atomic formulas. For instance, the following query is
legal and will succeed with ?X bound to p(a).
p(a).
q(p(a)).
?- q(?X), ?X.
What happens here is that the proposition p(a) is reified (made into an object)
and so it can be bound to a variable. HiLog’s reification of atomic formulas
can be extended to arbitrary quantifier-free formula of the rule-based subset of
HiLog and F-logic, and this has been done in [31, 19]. For instance, one can say
that John believes that Mary likes Sally as follows:
John[believes ->${Mary[likes ->Sally]}].

(1)

Here ${...} is the syntax that FLORA-2 uses to denote reified statements. An
example of a more complicated reified statement is this:
John[believes ->${Bob[likes -> ?X] : − Mary[likes -> ?X]}].

(2)

This sentence reifies a rule (not just a fact) and states that John also believes that
Bob likes anybody who is liked by Mary. Combined with the previous statement
that John believes that Mary likes Sally, one would expect that John would also
believe that Bob likes Sally. However, we cannot conclude this just yet because
we do not know that John is a rational being who applies modus ponens in his
daily life. But this rational principle can be stated rather easily:
John[believes -> ?A] : −
John[believes -> {${?Head : − ?Body}, ?Body}].

(3)
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Transaction Logic

Knowledge intensive applications, such as those in semantic Web services and
intelligent agents, often require primitives for modifying the underlying state
of the system. Prolog provides the well-known assert and retract operators,
which are non-logical and are therefore widely viewed as problematic. Various
attempts to formalize updates in a logic programming language have had only
a limited success (e.g., [21, 26, 22]). A detailed discussion of this subject appears
in [5, 6]. Some of the most serious problems with these approaches is that they
impose special programming styles (which is a significant burden) and that they
do not support subroutines — one of the most fundamental aspects of any programming language.
Transaction Logic [4–6] is a comprehensive solution to the problem of updates in logic programming. This solution has none of the above drawbacks
and it fits nicely with the traditional theory of logic programming. The use of
Transaction Logic has been illustrated on a vast variety of applications, ranging
from databases to robot action planning to reasoning about actions to workflow
analysis and Web services [5, 7, 10, 19].
An important aspect of the update semantics of Transaction Logic is that
updates are atomic, which means that an update transaction executes in its
entirety or not at all. In contrast, in Prolog, if a post-condition of a statechanging predicate is false, the execution “fails” but the changes made by assert
and retract would stay and the knowledge base is left in a inconsistent state.
This property is responsible for many complications in Prolog programming.
This and related problems are rectified by Transaction Logic semantics.
FLORA-2 integrates F-logic and Transaction Logic along the lines of [18] with
certain refinements that distinguish queries from transactions and thus enable
a number of compile-time checks. In Transaction Logic, both actions (transactions) and queries are represented as predicates. In FLORA-2, transactions are
expressed as object methods that are prefixed with the special symbol “%”.
The following program is an implementation of a block-stacking robot in
FLORA-2. Here, the action stack is defined as a Boolean method of the robot.
?R[%stack(0, ?X)] : − ?R:robot.
?R[%stack(?N, ?X)] : − ?R:robot, ?N > 0,
?Y[%move(?X)], ?R[%stack(?N − 1, ?Y)].
?Y[%move(?X)]
: − ?Y:block, ?Y[clear], ?X[clear], ?X[widerThen(?Y)],
btdelete{?Y[on ->?Z]}, btinsert{?Z[clear]},
btinsert{?Y[on ->?X]}, btdelete{?X[clear]}.
The primitives btdelete and btinsert are FLORA-2’s implementations of the
insert and delete operators with the Transaction Logic semantics. Informally,
the above rules say that to stack a pyramid of N blocks on top of block ?X, the
robot must find a block ?Y, move it onto ?X, and then stack N-1 blocks on top
of ?Y. To move ?Y onto ?X, both blocks must be “clear” (i.e., with no other
block sitting on top of them), and ?X must be wider than ?Y. If these conditions
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are met, the database will be updated accordingly. If any of the conditions fails,
it means that the current attempted execution is not a valid try and another
attempt will be made. If no valid execution is found, the transaction fails and
no changes will be made to the database.
A simple-minded translation of the above program into Prolog is incorrect,
since such a program might leave the database in an inconsistent state. A correct
version of the above FLORA-2 program in Prolog is more complicated and much
less natural.

5

Scoped Default Negation

Closed world assumption [25] is an inference rule for negative information. It
states that in the absence of a positive proof that a fact, F, is true one must
conclude that not F is true. Negation that obeys such an inference rule is not
classical and is often called default negation.4
Various forms of the closed-world assumption (CWA) have been successfully
used in database and logic programing applications for over thirty years now and
vast experience has been accumulated with the use of this paradigm in knowledge
representation [9, 28, 16]. In contrast, classical logic is based on the open-world
assumption (OWA), and this has been the sine qua non in, for example, the
description logic community. Each community allowed the other to continue to
believe in its respective heresy until the Semantic Web came along.
The advent of the Semantic Web caused heated discussions about the one
and only kind of negation that is suitable for this emerging global knowledge base
(see, e.g., http://robustai.net/papers/Monotonic Reasoning on the Semantic Web.html
for a compendium). The main argument against closed-world assumption goes
like this. The Web is practically infinite and failure to derive some fact from the
currently obtained information does not warrant the conclusion that this fact is
false. Nevertheless, thirty years of experience in practical knowledge representation cannot be dismissed lightly and even the proponents of the open-world
assumption are beginning to realize that. One idea that is beginning to take hold
is that CWA is acceptable—even in the Web environment—as long as the scope
of the closure is made explicit and concrete [17]. A simplified form of this idea
was recently added to the N3 rule language [3] (whose author, Tim Berners-Lee,
previously resisted the use of default negation).
Scoped default negation was introduced in FLORA-2 as part of its innovative architecture for knowledge base modules. It is related to (but is different
from) the so called local closed world assumption [13]. In FLORA-2, a module
is a container for a concrete knowledge base (or a part of it). Modules isolate
the different parts of a knowledge base and provide a clean interface by which
these parts can interact. Modules can be created dynamically, associated with
4
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knowledge bases on the fly, and they support a very powerful form of encapsulation. For our discussion, the relevant aspect of the FLORA-2 modules is that
they provide a simple and natural mechanism for scoped default negation.
Consider the statements (1), (2), and (3) about John’s beliefs from the end
of Section 3. To use these statements, one must insert them into a module,
let us call it johnmodule, by, for instance, loading the file that contains these
statements into the module. To query the information about John’s beliefs one
would now pose queries such as
?- John[believes -> ${Mary[likes->Sally]}]@johnmodule.
Similarly, to inquire whether John does not believe that Bob is Sally’s husband
one would ask the query
? − not John[believes ->${Sally[spouse ->Bob]}]@johnmodule.

(4)

The scope of the above query is limited to the module johnmodule only. If it
cannot be derived that John[believes->${Sally[spouse->Bob]}] is true from
the knowledge base residing in the module then (and only then) the answer will
be “Yes.” The answer to (4) will remain the same even if some other module
asserts that John[believes->${Sally[spouse->Bob]}] because the scope of
the default negation in the query is limited to the module johnmodule. It is,
however, possible to ask unrestricted negative queries by placing a variable in
the module position:
?- not John[believes -> ${Sally[spouse->Bob]}]@?Mod.
This query returns “Yes” iff John is not known to believe that Sally[spouse->Bob]
is true in every module (that is registered with the system).
The semantics of FLORA-2 modules is very simple. The attribute and method
names of the formulas that are loaded into a module, such as johnmodule, are
uniquified so that the same attribute name in the program will be given different and unique real names in different modules. For instance, a formula such
as John[believes->abc] might become John[believes#foo->abc] in module
foo and John[believes#bar->abc] in module bar. Due to this transformation,
the query (4) turns into the following query in the actual knowledge base:
?- not John[believes#johnmodule-> ${Sally[spouse#johnmodule->Bob]}].
Since other modules cannot have facts or rules whose heads have the form
...[believes#johnmodule->...], the answer “Yes” or “No” depends only on
the information stored in module johnmodule.
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Nonmonotonic Inheritance

F-logic supports both structural and behavioral inheritance. The former refers to
inheritance of method types from superclasses to their subclasses and the latter
deals with inheritance of method definitions from superclasses to subclasses.
Structural inheritance is defined by very simple inference rules:
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If
If

subcl::cl, cl[attr ?=> type] then subcl[attr ?=> type]
obj:cl, cl[attr ?=> type]
then obj[attr => type]

The statement cl[attr ?=> type] above says that attr is an inheritable attribute, which means that both its type and value are inheritable by the subclasses and members of class cl. Inheritability of the type of an attribute is
indicated with the star attached to the arrow: ?=> . In all of our previous examples we have been dealing with non-inheritable attributes, which were designated
with star-less arrows. Note that when the type of an attribute is inherited to a
subclass it remains inheritable. However, when it is inherited to a member of
the class it is no longer inheritable.
Type inheritance, as defined by the above rules, is monotonic and thus is
peripheral to the subject of this paper. Behavioral inheritance is more complex.
To get a flavour of behavioral inheritance, consider the following knowledge base:
royalElephant::elephant.
clyde:royalElephant.
elephant[color ?->grey].
royalElephant[color ?->white].
As with type definitions, a star attached to the arrow ?-> indicates inheritability. For instance, color is an inheritable attribute in classes elephant and
royalElephant. The inference rule that guides behavioral inheritance can informally be stated as follows. If obj is an object and cl is a class, then
obj:cl, cl[attr ?-> value]

should imply

obj[attr -> value]

unless the inheritance is overwritten by a more specific class. The meaning of
the exception here is that the knowledge base should not imply the formula
obj[attr -> value] if there is an intermediate class, cl0 , which overrides the
inheritance, i.e., if obj : cl0 , cl0 :: cl are true and cl0 [attr ?-> value0 ] (for some
value0 6= value) is defined explicitly.5 A similar exception exists in case of multiple inheritance conflicts. Note that inheritable attributes become non-inheritable
after they are inherited by class members. In the above case, inheritance of the
color grey is overwritten by the color white and so clyde[color -> white] is
derived by the rule of inheritance.
This type of inheritance is clearly nonmonotonic. For instance, if in the above
example we add the fact clyde[color->yellow] to the knowledge base then
clyde[color->white] is no longer inferred by inheritance (the inference is said
to be overwritten).
Model-theoretic semantics for nonmonotonic inference by inheritance is rather
subtle and has eluded researchers for many years. Although the above informal
rules for inference by inheritance seem natural, there are subtle problems when
behavioral inheritance is used together with deductive rules. To understand the
problem, consider the following example:
5

The notion of an explicit definition seems obvious at first but, in fact, is quite subtle.
Details can be found in [29].
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cl[attr ?-> v1].
subcl::cl.
obj:subcl.
subcl[attr ?-> v2] :- obj[attr -> v1].
If we apply the rule of inheritance to this knowledge base, then obj[attr -> v1]
should be inherited, since no overriding takes place. However, once obj[attr -> v1]
is derived by inheritance, subcl[attr ?-> v2] can be derived by deduction—and
now we have a chicken-and-egg problem. Since subcl is a more specific superclass of obj, the derivation of subcl[attr ?->v2] appears to override the earlier
inheritance of obj[attr -> v1]. But this, in turn, undermines the very reason for
deriving subcl[attr ?->v2]. The above is only one of several suspicious derivation patterns that arise due to interaction of inheritance and deduction. The
original solution reported in [20] was not model-theoretic and was problematic
in several other respects as well. A satisfactory and completely model-theoretic
solution was proposed in [29, 30].
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Database Dynamics and Nonmonotonicity

In [5], a generalization of the perfect-model semantics was defined for Transaction
Logic programs with negation in the rule body. This semantics was implemented
in FLORA-2 only partially, with negation applicable only to non-transactional
formulas in the rule body. For instance, the following transaction logs all unauthorised accesses to any given resource, and default negation, not, is applied
only to a query (not an action that has a side effect):
?Rsrc[%recordUnauthAaccess(?Agent)] : −
not ?Rsrc[eligible ->?Agent],
insert{unAuthLog(?Agent, ?Rsrc)}.

(5)

Nonmonotonicity comes into play here in a somewhat different sense than in
standard logic programming (ignoring the non-logical assert and retract).
In the standard case, nonmonotonicity means that certain formulas that were
derivable in a database state, s1, will not be derivable in the state obtained from
s1 by adding more facts. In the above example, however, no inference that was
enabled by rule (5) can become invalidated by adding more facts, since this rule
is not a statement about the initial database state.
In our example, nonmonotonicity reveals itself in a different way: the transaction of the form ?- mySecrets[%recordUnauthAaccess(John)] can be executable in the initial state (if mySecrets[eligible->John] is not derivable) and
non-executable in the state obtained by adding mySecrets[eligible->John] to
the original state.
This kind of non-monotonicity can be stated formally in the logic as: there
are database states D and D0 , where D⊆ D0 , such that
D--- |= mySecrets[%recordUnauthAaccess(John)]
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but
D0 |= not ♦ mySecrets[%recordUnauthAaccess(John)]
The first statement above is called executional entailment; it means that there
is a sequence of states, beginning with the given state D, which represents an
execution path of the transaction mySecrets[%recordUnauthAaccess(John)].
The second statement says that there is no execution path, which starts at state
D0 , for the transaction mySecrets[%recordUnauthAaccess(John)].
Another instance of nonmonotonic behavior that is different from the classical
cases occurs when enlarging the initial state of transaction execution leads to
a possible elimination of facts in the final state of transaction execution. To
illustrate this, consider a slightly modified version of transaction (5):
?Rsrc[%recordUnauthAaccess(?Agent)] :not ?Rsrc[eligible->?Agent], insert{unAuthLog(?Agent,?Rsrc)}.
?Rsrc[%recordUnauthAaccess(?Agent)] :- ?Rsrc[eligible->?Agent].
In this case, the transaction ?- mySecrets[%recordUnauthAaccess(John)]
can be executed regardless of whether John is eligible or not. If John is not eligible
then unAuthLog(John,mySecrets) becomes true in the final state of the execution of this transaction. If John is already eligible then nothing changes. Now, if
we add the fact that John is eligible to access mySecrets then the transaction
executes without changing the state. Therefore, unAuthLog(John,mySecrets)
is no longer derivable in the final state. Thus, enlarging the initial state of transaction execution does not necessarily lead to a monotonic enlargement of the
final state.
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Conclusion

This paper presents an overview of the formal foundations of the FLORA-2 system with a focus on various forms of nonmonotonic reasoning in the system.
Three aspects have been considered: scoped default negation, behavioral inheritance, and nonmonotonicity that stems from database dynamics. Scoped negation is believed to be the right kind of negation for the Semantic Web. Behavioral
inheritance is an important concept in object-oriented modeling; in FLORA-2
it has been extended to work correctly (from the semantic point of view) in a
rule-based system. Finally, we discussed database dynamics in FLORA-2 and
have shown how it can lead to of nonmonotonic behavior.
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